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Slang Terms and Translations 
Do you ever wonder what your kids are saying? 

RMCcharity.org

ANTIXBULLYING 
INSTITUTE

RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CLINIC 
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION

Unfortunately there are many more....
For slang translations not on this handout download the Chat Slang 

Dictionary app on App store or Slang It app on google play. 

BAE: Before anyone else

Basic: Mainstream

Bussin: when something is really 
good (usually referring to food) 

BYOB: Bring your own beer/
booze

Catfish: Looking different online 
then in real life

Clap back: A quick response to 
criticism or unfair treatment

Clock: To aggressively insult 
someone

Clout chaser: Doing it for gain 
of fame or social media following

Extra: Doing too much

Flex: To show off

Ghost: To abruptly cut off all 
communication after actively 
pursuing a personal relationship

GOAT: Greatest of all time

GTFO: Get the F*ck out

HMU: Hit me up

I’m Dead: To think something is 
funny

LOML: Love of my life

Mood: When a situation is 
relatable

No cap: No lie

Salty: Being bitter

Savage: Acting shockingly and 
unapologetically

Shook: Being shocked

Simp: Doing too much for a 
person you like

Smash: To have sex with

STFU: Shut the F*ck up

SUS: Shady or suspicious

Tea: Gossip

TFTI: Thanks for the invite

Thirst trap: Sexually suggestive 
photo posted online to gain 
attention

Thirsty: Wanting attention

Turnt/Crunk: to be high or 
drunk

Vibe: Emotional impression  
of a person, place, or thing

WTF: What the F*ck

Yeet: To throw
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